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Errata

In spite of the attention taken ia the production of this work, a number of enors have

been located after the thesis was bound. These a¡e listed below.

' In the declatration page following the acknowledgement. section, third line, "..resea¡ch

ot the author" needs to be corrected as "research Of the author".

' Page 27, sixteenth line, "..receptacle".43 According.." the comma needs to be changed

into a full-stop as follows: "..receptacle",a3 According.."

- D^-- tâ -^^^-J t:-- -!.L- ^---.-.:-,- 9,- :/ -t. -, ..- f 4Ëç JJ' ùtrçullu rrrrç ut utE quurauurr ur rlatrcs, ..c¿vltßa[rcns nave.. neeos to De spelt

as " c iv ilizatio ns hav e.."

' Page 46, fooürote 5, "..late sixties an ea¡l seventies.." is to be corrected as "..late
sixties and earlv sevcnties.."

' Page 59, claibourne's quotation, fifth line, "..into ares were he could.." needs to be

corrected as "..into areas where he could.."

' Page 7 l, the sentence "This shows that ... been regarded as entities." on the lines 2, 3

and 4 is to be eliminated.

'Page76, fourteenth line, the sentence "..seem to have implicitly related to.." needs to

be changed to "seem to have implicitly þd to.."

' Page 105, fou¡th line, "..and content. a concave..", the small ø needs to be changed

into a capital A as follows: "..and content. A concave.."

' Page 118 fourth line, "..processes becomes.." needs to be corrected as "..processes

become.."

. Page 189, fifth lins, 'conversionce' is to be corrected as 'convergence'.

'Page 194, second line, (among other) needs to be corrected as (among others).

. Page 207 , illust. 13, "heUse," needs to be plural: "hSS".

. Page 234, illust. 42, "A T),pical.," needs to be conected as 
.,A 

!ypiça!.."

'Page 241, illust. 49, "..aimed at developnig.." needs to be corrected as "..aimed at

developing.."
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Abstract

The analysis of a¡chitecture is most often being restricted to its formal or visible

characteristics. Once relationships are being considered, however, aspects of meaning and

praxis become indispensable to any such analysis. But even then, the view of the built

environment as a combination of more or less separate entities seems to persist, while

different aspects remain expressed as mere dichotomies. The question here comes: is it

enough to consider architecture as the space ofrepresentation and/or ofexperience? This

thesis argues that this is not so, as such position would imply passivity on the part of those

who experience space, or to whom the space is being represented. Rather, it will be argued

that a proper understanding of the built environment is primarily attached to an understanding

ofideology, as it is conceived through the a¡chitectural process.

From this point of view, the hypothesis tested is that the qucstion of the architecrural

creation is not in 'space' , rnr in its corstituent elements, but in the nature of the cawal forces

whichput them togetlrcr ín a particular combination ín tir¡æ and place (i.e. ideology).

Moreover, that the qualiry of the environment lies in the ability of íts various elements to

influcnce one another, and interact causally.It is suggested that the misconception
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of this basic fact stands as a central factor behind many of the problems that the architectural

environment currently faces. The aim is to offer a critical analysis or explanation for the

failure of some ea¡lier a¡chitecturaVplanning ideologies, and hence, outline some principles

which would avert these failures. The arguments are focused on open space in the built

housing environment, with particular reference to the arid urban environment in the Middle

East.

Cenral to the evidence presented is the 'concave' and 'convex' model. This is a method

that this thesis has developed which aims at illusrating the effect of various factors (social

and cultural factors) and forces which are applied (local or global) on the level of causal

interaction in the local environment. This method is based upon principles which are derived

from preliminary discussion of some basic concepts (space, climate and culture), and the

critical examination of existing theories in social and urban patterns. It is contemplated that

the 'concave' and 'concave' model provides an important addendum for the explanation of

urban phenomena. Par:ticula¡ly, this method helps in illustrating the significance of

relationships over entities, and of causal interactions over spatial patterns.

It is concluded that the hypothesis tested is correct. It is thus argued that the efficiency

of the built environment is related to the extent that it facilitates interaction between its various

constituents (physical and/or social), as well as being itself the cumulative outcome of such

interaction. Some of the implications of this in terms of architecture and the role of the

architect are analyzed.
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The journey of love is a very long
JOurney
But sometimes with a sign you
can cross that vast desert
Sea¡ch and search again without
loosing hope
You may find sometime a treasure
on youf way

Muhammadlqbal

If you can look into the seeds of
time,
And say which grains will grow
and which will not,
Speak then to me ...

William Shakespeare


